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Phase-domain Injected Training for Channel
Estimation in Constant Envelope OFDM

Kun Chen-Hu, Member, IEEE, M. Julia Fernández-Getino García, Member, IEEE,
Andrea M. Tonello, Senior Member, IEEE, and Ana García Armada, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Constant envelope orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (CE-OFDM) is a multi-carrier waveform with 0 dB
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). This property enables the
exploitation of multi-carrier waveforms with non-linear power
amplifiers, avoiding the undesirable clipping effects. However,
the existing channel estimation techniques designed for OFDM
cannot be reused, since the use of a phase modulator makes
CE-OFDM a non-linear waveform. Previous works assumed that
the channel estimation process relies on the transmission of
preambles, and the data symbols are equalized using a frequency
domain equalizer (FDE). To avoid the overhead induced by
preambles, a phase-domain injected training (PIT) is proposed,
where the pilot sequence is embedded in the phase dimension of
the data symbols. This novel approach does not waste time and/or
frequency resources as in preamble-based schemes. Moreover, it
does not require additional power for the training. The received
symbols are averaged with a dual procedure, and owing to
the particular structure of CE-OFDM, the channel estimates
are recovered. Also, the analytical expression of the channel
estimation mean squared error (MSE) is derived. Finally, several
numerical results illustrate the performance of the proposal,
showing that the MSE, bit error rate (BER) and achievable rate
are improved, as compared to the existing works.

Index Terms—5G, CE-OFDM, channel estimation, averaging,
phase injection.

I. INTRODUCTION

ORTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) [1], [2] is one the most widely exploited

multi-carrier waveforms in multi-path channel scenarios
due to its flexibility and low-complexity. The effects of
the channel are compensated by a simple one-tap equalizer
performed in the frequency domain. However, it also
exhibits some shortcomings and one of the most important
issues corresponds to the high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR). This drawback reduces the efficiency of the power
amplification stage due to the non-linear region of the
power amplifier, which cuts-off the high peaks inherent to
the OFDM signal, and therefore, the transmitted signal is
significantly distorted, both in-band and out-of-band. In order
to circumvent this weakness, on one hand, several PAPR
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reduction techniques have been presented for OFDM, such
as clipping, partial transmit sequences, selective mapping,
tone reservation, etc. [3]. On the other hand, new waveforms
with lower PAPR have been proposed for the evolution from
Fourth to Fifth Generation of mobile communication systems
and beyond (4G [4] and 5G [5], respectively). In this sense,
several waveforms have been taken into consideration, such as
cyclic block filtered multi-tone (CB-FMT) [6], single-carrier
frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA) [4], [5],
generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [7] and
constant envelope OFDM (CE-OFDM) [8]–[13].

Constant envelope waveforms based on single-carrier mod-
ulation are being used in those scenarios characterized by
large distances and/or strong attenuation, such as satellite
communications [11], aeronautical applications [14], military
communications [15] and millimeter wave links [16]. They
hold a constant envelope which leads to a PAPR of 0 dB,
hence maximizing the efficiency of the high power amplifier.
Later, CE-OFDM [8]–[13] has been proposed to effectively
reduce the high PAPR induced by the OFDM signal, and
at the same time, keep all the benefits of OFDM. In order
to obtain this property, an additional phase modulator and
demodulator are added to the well-known OFDM processing
blocks. Therefore, CE-OFDM is fully backward compatible
with OFDM, then capable of taking advantage of the existing
deployed architecture in many wireless systems. Moreover,
CE-OFDM is also able to keep the flexibility of resource
scheduling at frequency domain as any OFDM-based system,
where the available subcarriers can be easily allocated to
different users, unlike the traditional single-carrier waveforms
[9]. These additional phase modulator and demodulator have
a reduced complexity as compared to other waveforms or
PAPR reduction techniques. The complexity of the phase
demodulator can be even further reduced by replacing the
phase detector block by linear approximations [10]. It must be
noted that the constant envelope property implies a reduction
of data rate by half with respect to conventional OFDM, due
to the required real-valued OFDM signal to feed the phase
modulator. However, CE-OFDM avoids the requirement of a
typical back-off of 6 dB or higher due to exhibiting a PAPR of
0 dB. Moreover, CE-OFDM still outperforms OFDM in terms
of bit error rate (BER), coverage and network capacity for
some specific scenarios with an extremely high attenuation
and/or using low-cost non-linear power amplifiers, such as
satellite communications [11], links at millimeter waves [9]
and optical links [12]. The integration of these challenging
applications within the evolved generation of mobile commu-
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nications is a must.
Multi-carrier waveforms require channel estimation and

equalization in order to fully take advantage of their benefits
through coherent demodulation. By transmitting reference sig-
nals, the effects of the multi-tap channel must be estimated and
compensated at the receiver before the symbol demodulation
and decision. Typically, pilot symbol assisted modulation
(PSAM) [17] is the most widely employed technique in multi-
carrier signals, where several time-frequency resources are
exclusively allocated for the transmission of known pilot
symbols. Indeed, preamble-based schemes can be considered
as a particular case of PSAM systems, which also include
scattered pilots and pilot tone patterns. At the receiver, the
estimated channel at pilot positions can be obtained by simply
applying a Least Squares (LS) criterion [18]. However, this
approach can produce a significant reduction of the effective
data-rate, specially when a high number of pilot symbols are
required, in order to track channels with moderate or high
Doppler. Recently, several works have exploited the strategy
of superimposed training (ST) [19]–[21] to circumvent the
data-rate loss induced by PSAM. This approach proposes the
joint transmission of both data and pilot symbols at the same
resources with different power values, then sharing the power
domain. At the receiver, averaging is performed in time and/or
frequency dimensions in order to partially remove the data
symbols and then obtain the estimated channel. Finally, the
superimposed pilot symbols must be subtracted from the signal
before performing the demodulation and decision. However,
the main disadvantage of ST is that the estimated channel
is polluted by the additional interference generated by the
superimposed data symbols. Moreover, for channels with a
very short coherence time, the number of averaged symbols
would not be enough to fully filter out the data interference,
degrading the system performance.

Although CE-OFDM is a kind of multi-carrier waveform,
its non-linear features require a particular treatment in terms of
channel estimation. To the best knowledge of the authors, all
the previous works on CE-OFDM assumed that the channel
impulse response is either perfectly known or estimated by
transmitting a preamble-based pilot sequence [8]–[13]. Then,
the received signal is equalized by using a frequency domain
equalizer (FDE). The reason behind this choice, i.e., the
combination of preamble-based channel estimation and FDE,
is motivated by the non-linearity of the phase modulator and
demodulator blocks. Therefore, any existing channel estima-
tion techniques previously proposed for other linear multi-
carrier waveforms, based on efficient pilot symbols allocation
in the time/frequency domain (either PSAM or ST), cannot be
reused for CE-OFDM. According to [22], the preamble and
data symbols can only be multiplexed in the time domain, and
the FDE is applied before the phase demodulator. Moreover,
Chu sequences have been proposed for the preamble [23]
since they have constant envelope in the time domain, and
at the same time, they are flat in the frequency domain to
ease the channel estimation in this last domain. Hence, the
transmission of preamble sequences will cause an important
data-reduction, especially in scenarios with moderate and high
mobility as vehicular and/or low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite

communications.

Taking into account the non-linearity property arisen from
the phase modulator and demodulator and trying to avoid the
excessive overhead induced by the transmission of preamble
sequences, a novel phase-domain injected training (PIT) is
proposed here for the CE-OFDM waveform. At the transmitter,
the training sequence, which consists in a phase shift per
sample in the time domain, is embedded within the data
symbols at the phase modulator operation. Hence, the PIT
proposal is efficient in terms of bandwidth because it does not
occupy any exclusive time/frequency resource, unlike PSAM,
and at the same time, it does not require any additional power
to be subtracted from data symbols, unlike ST. In fact, neither
scattered pilots nor ST could be applied to CE-OFDM due
to the non-linear processing, as mentioned before. Moreover,
this proposal maintains the constant envelope property of CE-
OFDM. At the receiver, a dual averaging procedure can be
exploited and, thanks to the particular structure of the CE-
OFDM signal, the estimated channel can be obtained. The
main contributions are summarized as follows:

• A novel phase-domain injected training (PIT) for channel
estimation in CE-OFDM is proposed. The idea behind
this proposal is the joint transmission of data and pilot
symbols in the phase dimension. The pilot symbols are
embedded in the phase of the data symbols at the phase
modulation stage. Then, the channel can be estimated
after a dual averaging, inter-symbol and intra-symbol,
applied in the time domain over the received symbols
and performing an LS estimation in time domain too [18].
This is possible thanks to the structure of the CE-OFDM
signal and the specifically designed training sequence. As
it will be shown, after averaging, the imaginary part of
the transmitted symbols can be modelled as an additional
source of interference, while the real part converges to a
deterministic value depending on the modulation index,
and hence, it acts as a pilot symbol that can be used
for channel estimation. Therefore, the proposed channel
estimation procedure based on PIT is efficient in terms
of bandwidth and energy, unlike PSAM and ST, and at
the same time, it preserves the desired constant envelope
property of the multi-carrier signal.

• The mean squared error (MSE) of the channel estimation
based on PIT is theoretically analyzed, showing how the
choice of the pilot sequence, the modulation index of the
data symbols and the averaging factors are crucial in order
to obtain accurate enough channel estimates. In order to
obtain a training sequence with constant envelope capable
of reducing the MSE, a random search (RS) algorithm
is proposed. This algorithm can be executed offline,
before exploiting the communication link. Furthermore,
the complexity and negligible overhead generated by the
proposed technique are also compared to the existing
preamble-based approach, showing how PIT can be easily
implemented in a realistic communication link.

• The goodness of the exploitation of PIT in CE-OFDM
is also evaluated via simulations, providing the numer-
ical results of MSE, uncoded bit error rate (BER) and
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achievable rates. This points out the advantages of this
approach against the existing preamble-based techniques
and validates the theoretical analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model of CE-OFDM, the preamble-
based channel estimation used as a benchmark and the FDE.
Section III provides the description of the proposed PIT
for CE-OFDM. Section IV explains the channel estimation
procedure and the theoretical analysis of MSE. Section V
addresses the overhead and complexity issues against the state
of the art. Section VI presents several numerical results for the
proposed scheme, providing an assessment of the achieved
system performance. Finally, in Section VII, the conclusions
are reported.

Notation: matrices, vectors and scalar quantities are de-
noted by boldface uppercase, boldface lowercase, and normal
letters, respectively. [A]𝑚,𝑛 denotes the element in the 𝑚-th
row and 𝑛-th column of A. [a]𝑛 represents the 𝑛-th element
of vector a. I𝑀 is the identity matrix of size (𝑀 × 𝑀).
A = diag (w) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are formed by the elements of vector w. tr (· ) corresponds
to the matrix trace operation. The superscripts (· )𝑇 and (· )𝐻
denote transpose and hermitian operations, respectively. ℜ(· )
and ℑ(· ) represent the real and imaginary part, respectively. ∗
denotes the convolution operation. ⊛ is the circular convolu-
tion operation. E {· } represents the expected value. CN(0, 𝜎2)
represents the circularly-symmetric and zero-mean complex
normal distribution with variance 𝜎2. mod (𝑚, 𝑛) is the integer
modulo operator which provides the remainder of the ratio
𝑚/𝑛. C𝐾 and R𝐾 are 𝐾-dimensional complex and real spaces,
respectively, and C𝐾×𝐾 is the 𝐾 × 𝐾-dimensional complex
space.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A summary of CE-OFDM waveform, already proposed in
the literature, is given in this section. According to [8]–[13],
CE-OFDM is built according to a classical OFDM scheme
with additional phase modulation/demodulation blocks (see
Fig. 1). The phase modulator is able to guarantee the property
of constant envelope, and hence, the PAPR is reduced to 0 dB.
Besides, the preamble-based channel estimation procedure and
the FDE are also described in [22].

A bidirectional link consisting of two wireless terminals,
that could for example be a base station (BS) serving a
single user equipment (UE), is considered. Both terminals can
transmit and receive data symbols. The transmitter sends 𝐵
contiguous CE-OFDM symbols to the receiver, and each CE-
OFDM symbol is composed of 𝐾 subcarriers.

A. Transmitter

Let us define the complex data vector d𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 ′
(𝐾 =

2𝐾 ′ + 2) to be transmitted at the 𝑏-th CE-OFDM symbol
(1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵). Its elements belong to a 𝑀𝑄-QAM con-
stellation with energy normalized to one (E

{��[d𝑏]𝑘′ ��2} = 1,
𝑘 ′ = 1, . . . , 𝐾 ′) and 𝑀𝑄 is the number of constellation points.
In order to obtain a real-valued OFDM symbol (r𝑏 ∈ R𝐾 ),

the input (s𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 ) of the inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) operation at the OFDM transmitter shall satisfy the
conjugate-symmetry condition as

s𝑇𝑏 =
[
0 [d𝑏]1 · · · [d𝑏]𝐾 ′ 0 [d𝑏]∗𝐾 ′ · · · [d𝑏]∗1

]
,

(1)
and the 𝐾-points IDFT operation is defined as

r𝑏 = F𝐻𝐾 s𝑏 ∈ R𝐾 , 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (2)

[F𝐾 ]𝑘1+1,𝑘2+1 =
1
√
𝐾

exp
(
− 𝑗 2𝜋

𝐾
𝑘1𝑘2

)
, 0 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐾 − 1,

(3)
where F𝐾 ∈ C𝐾×𝐾 is the normalized discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) matrix of 𝐾-points and r𝑏 corresponds to a real-
valued OFDM symbol. Then, r𝑏 is further processes and goes
through a phase modulator yielding

[c𝑏]𝑛 = exp
(
𝑗2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)
,

��[c𝑏]𝑛�� = 1, (4)

1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵,

where 𝛼 is the modulation index, c𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 corresponds to the
CE-OFDM symbol and 𝑛 accounts for the time sample index.
The PAPR is 0 dB because each sample of c𝑏 has unit power.

Similar to OFDM, a CP is appended to each CE-OFDM
symbol c𝑏 in order to absorb the multi-tap channel effects as

[x𝑏]𝑛 =
{

[c𝑏]𝑛−𝐿𝐶𝑃
𝑛 = 𝐿𝐶𝑃 + 1, . . . , 𝐾

[c𝑏]𝑛+𝐾−𝐿𝐶𝑃
𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝐿𝐶𝑃

}
, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵,

(5)
where 𝐿𝐶𝑃 is the length of the CP. Finally, the 𝐵 CE-OFDM
symbols are concatenated into a single vector x as

x =
[
x𝑇1 · · · x𝑇

𝐵

]𝑇 ∈ C𝐵(𝐾+𝐿𝐶𝑃 ) , (6)

which is transmitted through the wireless channel.

B. Receiver

The received signal comes from a linear convolution be-
tween the wireless multi-tap channel and the transmitted
signal, whose expression is given by

y = h ∗ x + v → [y]𝑛 =
𝐿𝜏∑︁
𝜏=1

[h]𝜏 [x]𝑛−𝜏+1 + [v]𝑛 , (7)

𝐿𝜏 =

{
𝐿𝐶𝐻 𝑛 ≥ 𝐿𝐶𝐻
𝑛 𝑛 < 𝐿𝐶𝐻

}
, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐵(𝐾 + 𝐿𝐶𝐻 ), (8)

where 𝐿𝜏 is an auxiliary variable for performing the linear
convolution, v ∈ C𝐵(𝐾+𝐿𝐶𝑃 ) corresponds to the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, and each element is
distributed as CN(0, 𝜎2

𝑣 ). h ∈ C𝐿𝐶𝐻 corresponds to the
channel impulse response of 𝐿𝐶𝐻 taps. Each tap is modelled
as an independent complex random variable distributed as
CN(0, 𝜎2

𝜏) 1 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝐿𝐶𝐻 , and the channel gain is normalized
as

𝜎2
ℎ =

𝐿𝐶𝐻∑︁
𝜏=1

𝜎2
𝜏 = 1. (9)

A block-fading channel model is chosen, where the channel
(h) remains quasi-static during one slot composed of 𝐵 con-
secutive CE-OFDM symbols.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CE-OFDM transmission. The white boxes correspond to the conventional OFDM, while both white and grey ones represent CE-
OFDM. The black box at the transmitter stands for the preamble sequence, while the black box at the receiver represents the channel estimation process.

Assuming perfect time and frequency synchronization, the
𝐵 received CE-OFDM symbols are obtained after removing
the CP as

[y𝑏]𝑛 = [y] (𝑏−1)𝐵+𝐿𝐶𝑃+𝑛 , 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵. (10)

Each CE-OFDM symbol must be equalized in order to remove
the effects of the channel. According to [8], an FDE can
be used. Assuming that the CP is long enough to absorb
the effects of the multi-tap channel (𝐿𝐶𝑃 + 1 > 𝐿𝐶𝐻 ),
the frequency-domain output of the DFT over y𝑏 can be
decomposed as

ỹ𝑏 = F𝐾y𝑏 = H̃c̃𝑏 + ṽ𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 , 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (11)

H̃ = diag
(
h̃
)
∈ C𝐾×𝐾 , h̃ = F𝐾h ∈ C𝐾 , (12)

c̃𝑏 = F𝐾c𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 , ṽ𝑏 = F𝐾v𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 , (13)

[v𝑏]𝑛 = [v] (𝑏−1)𝐵+𝐿𝐶𝑃+𝑛 , 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (14)

where h̃ is the channel frequency response, c̃𝑏 corresponds
to the 𝑏-th transmitted CE-OFDM symbol in the frequency
domain and ṽ𝑏 accounts for the noise in frequency domain at
the 𝑏-th received CE-OFDM symbol.

Hence, the channel effects can be equalized by using a one-
tap equalizer in the frequency domain aŝ̃c𝑏 = Qỹ𝑏 = QH̃c̃𝑏+Qṽ𝑏 = c̃𝑏+ṽ′𝑏 ∈ C𝐾 , 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (15)

where Q ∈ C𝐾×𝐾 is the equalization matrix in the frequency
domain, and typically, it is computed using the zero-forcing
(ZF) criterion [24]. Assuming perfect channel estimation, the
equalization matrix can be computed as

[Q]𝑘,𝑘 =
1

[H]𝑘,𝑘
, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾, (16)

where 𝑘 is the frequency index. After the equalization, the
symbols are converted back to the time domain using the IDFT
as

ĉ𝑏 = F𝐻𝐾̂̃c𝑏 = c𝑏 + F𝐻𝐾 ṽ′𝑏 = c𝑏 + v′𝑏 ∈ C𝐾×1, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵,

(17)
where the noise is distributed as [25]

[v′]𝑛 ∼ CN(0, 𝜎2
𝑣′ ), 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 𝜎2

𝑣′ = 𝜎
2
𝑣 tr

((
Q𝐻Q

)−1
)
.

(18)

Next, a phase demodulation, based on the arctangent oper-
ation, is required to obtain the argument of each CE-OFDM
symbol, given by[̂

r𝑏
]
𝑛
=

1
2𝜋𝛼

arctan

(
ℑ

{ [̂
c𝑏

]
𝑛

}
ℜ

{ [̂
c𝑏

]
𝑛

} )
, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵.

(19)
According to [8], (19) can be modelled as

r̂𝑏 = r𝑏 + ξ𝑏, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (20)

[ξ𝑏]𝑛 =
��[v′]𝑛�� sin

(
arctan

(
[v′]𝑛

)
− 2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑣]𝑛

)
1 +

��[v′]𝑛�� sin
(
arctan

(
[v′]𝑛

)
− 2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑣]𝑛

) . (21)

Note that the instantaneous phase obtained in (20) is bounded
to the (−𝜋, 𝜋] range, any phase excursion out of this range
will cause a phase ambiguity, hence degrading the overall
performance. According to [8], this ambiguity may be solved
by a phase unwrapper, to reconstruct the original unrestricted
phase.

Then, a DFT is performed over r̂𝑏 as

ŝ𝑏 = F𝐾 r̂𝑏 = s𝑏 + F𝐾ξ𝑏 = s𝑏 + ξ′𝑏, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵, (22)

and the decision on complex symbols d̂𝑏 can be easily
obtained from ŝ𝑏.

C. Preamble-based Channel Estimation

Despite CE-OFDM makes use of the processing blocks of
a classical OFDM, it is not able to multiplex data and pilot
symbols in the frequency domain, i.e., in the block s𝑏, due to
the non-linearity effect generated by the phase modulator and
demodulator given in (4) and (19), respectively. Consequently,
all the previous works [8]–[13] were limited to carrying out
the channel estimation based on the transmission of preamble
sequences in time domain and an FDE. The main advantage
of this approach is that the preamble can be implemented with
any waveform, not necessarily CE-OFDM, due to the fact that
its processing blocks are independent of the waveform type.
However, the preamble sequences can produce a significant
overhead to the system, especially for moderate and high
mobility scenarios and/or large-scale antenna systems, where
the required frequency or amount of training is substantial. In
addition, the chosen preamble sequence should also keep the
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PAPR at 0 dB [22]. Therefore, the main goal of this paper
is the proposal of an alternative technique to obtain accurate
channel estimates for CE-OFDM and without sacrificing the
data-rate and performance of the system, as shown in the
following sections.

III. PROPOSED PHASE-DOMAIN INJECTED TRAINING
(PIT)

In this section, the proposed PIT is presented. According
to Fig. 2, an additional phase is injected to the data sym-
bols (r𝑏) at the phase modulator. Then, the same phase is
employed in order to recover the estimated data symbols
(̂r𝑏). The main advantage of the proposed phase injection is
its transparency in terms of allocated resources. On the one
hand, it does not require to be exclusively allocated at any
specific time-frequency resource, unlike PSAM, and hence,
data-rate reduction is avoided [17] in contrast to preamble-
based schemes. On the other hand, it does not consume
additional power at the expense of reducing the allocated
power to data, unlike ST, and therefore, the performance
degradation is also circumvented [19], although it must be
recalled that ST is not even applicable to CE-OFDM. Our
proposal does not modify the signal processing blocks of CE-
OFDM and it keeps the property of constant envelope. Next,
the training properties taking advantage of the structure of the
CE-OFDM signal will be exposed. They will be the basis for
the channel estimation described in Section IV.

A. Phase-domain Injection

Let us define the training sequence p𝜙 ∈ C𝐾as[
p𝜙

]
𝑛
= exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛′ ) , 𝑛′ = mod

(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, (23)

1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 𝐾 = 𝐿𝑝𝑁𝑝 ,

where 𝜙𝑛′ ∈ R is the phase to be injected in the 𝑛-th time
sample, 𝐿𝑝 corresponds to the number of different phases
within a CE-OFDM symbol and 𝑁𝑝 is the number of times
that each 𝜙𝑛′ appears in the training sequence. Note that the
number of different phases should have, at least, the same
number of taps of the channel (𝐿𝑝 ≥ 𝐿𝐶𝐻 ) in order to allow
the estimation of all of them by using the LS criterion [18].

The training sequence is injected to the data symbols at the
phase modulator as

[c𝑏]𝑛 = exp
(
𝑗2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

) [
p𝜙

]
𝑛
= exp

(
𝑗
(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛 + 𝜙𝑛′

) )
,

(24)
𝑛′ = mod

(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵.

Note that the injected phases remain with the same value for
all CE-OFDM symbols of one slot comprising 𝐵 symbols in
order to allow an averaging over these 𝐵 CE-OFDM symbols.
Moreover, a block of 𝐿𝑝 different phases are also repeated
𝑁𝑝 times within a CE-OFDM symbol, in order to allow
an additional averaging over these 𝑁𝑝 blocks, and therefore,
further improving the channel estimates.

At the receiver, after performing the channel estimation
and phase demodulation given in (19), the injected phase is
removed before carrying out the DFT operation.

B. PIT Properties

After the phase injection, the constant envelope property
of c𝑏 is preserved. Moreover, the CE-OFDM signal can be
exploited for channel estimation, thanks to the structure of the
CE-OFDM signal and the injected sequence of phases. Hence,
the real and imaginary parts of each CE-OFDM symbol can
be expressed as

ℜ
{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}
= cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛 + 𝜙𝑛′

)
= cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)
cos (𝜙𝑛′ ) − sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)
sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) ,

(25)

ℑ
{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}
= sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛 + 𝜙𝑛′

)
= sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)
cos (𝜙𝑛′ ) + cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)
sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) ,

(26)

𝑛′ = mod
(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵,

It should be noted that the real OFDM signal r𝑏 approaches
a zero mean and unit variance normal distribution due to the
Central Limit theorem (CLT) [26] for a sufficient large number
of subcarriers, and the IDFT operation (F𝐾 ) holds unit gain.
Hence, the phase of c𝑏 also approaches a normal distribution,
whose mean is zero and variance is 𝜎2

𝑐 = (2𝜋𝛼)2. Therefore,
making use of this statistical information, the mean value of
(25) and (26) can be expressed as

E𝑏
{
ℜ

{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}}
=E𝑏

{
cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
cos (𝜙𝑛′ )

− E𝑏
{
sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) ,

(27)

E𝑏
{
ℑ

{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}}
=E𝑏

{
sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
cos (𝜙𝑛′ )

+ E𝑏
{
cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) ,

(28)

𝑛′ = mod
(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵.

Note that the injected phases (𝜙𝑛′ , 1 ≤ 𝑛′ ≤ 𝐿𝑝) are determin-
istic values, and hence, both sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) and cos (𝜙𝑛′ ) are out of
the expectation operation. The detailed analytical derivations
of E𝑏

{
cos

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
= 𝑚𝑟 and E𝑏

{
sin

(
2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛

)}
= 𝑚𝑖

are given in Appendix A. Therefore, (27) and (28) can be
derived as

E𝑏
{
ℜ

{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}}
= 𝑚𝑟 cos (𝜙𝑛′ ) = exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

)
cos (𝜙𝑛′ ) ,

(29)

E𝑏
{
ℑ

{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}}
= 𝑚𝑟 sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) = exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

)
sin (𝜙𝑛′ ) , (30)

𝑛′ = mod
(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾,

taking into account that the integral of the imaginary part
is cancelled (𝑚𝑖 = 0) since the sine function has an odd
symmetry. Given (29) and (30), the mean value of c𝑏 over
CE-OFDM symbols can be simplified as

E𝑏
{
[c𝑏]𝑛

}
= exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

)
exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛′ ) = exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

) [
p𝜙

]
𝑛
,

(31)
𝑛′ = mod

(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾.

It is observed that the mean value of CE-OFDM symbols is a
complex number whose modulus is given by a constant value
(𝑚𝑟 ), which depends on the chosen modulation index (𝛼), and
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of CE-OFDM with PIT. The transmitted reference symbols are injected in the phase component of the data symbols. At the receiver,
the channel estimation block performs a dual averaging, inter-symbol and intra-symbol, and computes the estimated channel.

its argument is determined by the injected phase defined in
(23), while the data information is averaged out. Consequently,
(31) can play a role as a training sequence to be exploited for
channel estimation without spending any either time/frequency
or power resources for its transmission. Note that, a low
modulation index is preferred (𝛼 ↓) from the perspective of
channel estimation process since the scaling factor of the
training sequence tends to unity (𝑚𝑟 = exp

(
−𝜎2

𝑐/2
)
→ 1).

However, as it is shown in the analysis of the MSE of the
channel estimation in Section IV, a proper training sequence
and the dual averaging procedures will also effectively reduce
the MSE, hence allowing to increase the modulation index
value. Additionally, the overhead analysis provided in Section
V will show that the proposed training sequence is only
injected in a reduced number of CE-OFDM symbols out of
𝐵. Consequently, the impact caused by the PIT technique in
the overall performance is negligible from the perspective of
the modulation index.

IV. NOVEL CHANNEL ESTIMATION PROCEDURE BASED ON
PIT

In this section, the channel estimation procedure based on
the phase injection is provided. According to Fig. 2, this block
is performed at the receiver after removing the CP and before
the phase demodulation block. It will take advantage of the
training properties described in the previous section, in order to
provide an accurate channel estimation. Furthermore, it must
be noted that the estimated channel is obtained by perform-
ing the LS estimation [18] in the time domain, unlike the
preamble-based approach which is performed in the frequency
domain (see Subsection II-C). The reason of this choice is
due to the fact that the design of a training sequence that
satisfies the constant envelope property and keeps the MSE of
the channel estimation as low as possible is easier in the time
domain.

A. Channel Estimation

After discarding the CP, the linear convolution between
the channel impulse response and each CE-OFDM symbol is
transformed into a circular convolution of 𝐾 samples, which
is given by

y𝑏 = h ⊛ c𝑏 + v𝑏, (32)

[y𝑏]𝑛 = [v𝑏]𝑛 +
𝐿𝐶𝐻∑︁
𝜏=1

[h]𝜏 [c𝑏]mod(𝑛−𝜏,𝐾 )+1 , (33)

1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾, 1 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝐵.

Given y𝑏, a dual averaging procedure is performed. Firstly,
it is averaged in the time domain over the 𝐵 contiguous CE-
OFDM symbols of one slot, named inter-symbol averaging, to
yield y ∈ C𝐾as

[y]𝑛 = [v]𝑛 +
𝐿𝐶𝐻∑︁
𝜏=1

[h]𝜏
[
p𝜙

]
mod(𝑛−𝜏,𝐾 )+1 [c]mod(𝑛−𝜏,𝐾 )+1 ,

(34)

[c]𝑛 =
1
𝐵

𝐵∑︁
𝑏=1

[c𝑏]𝑛 , [v]𝑛 =
1
𝐵

𝐵∑︁
𝑏=1

[v𝑏]𝑛 , 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐾,

(35)
where c ∈ C𝐾 and v ∈ C𝐾 are the averaged transmitted CE-
OFDM symbol and noise, respectively, over the 𝐵 consecutive
CE-OFDM symbols. Note that the channel impulse response
and the injected phases are out of the averaging operation since
they remain constant for the considered slot.

Additionally, in order to keep improving the performance of
the channel estimation, an additional averaging applied to y
over the 𝑁𝑝 blocks of injected phases within each CE-OFDM
symbol is also performed, referred to intra-symbol averaging,
to obtain y ∈ C𝐿𝑝 as[
y
]
𝑛
=

1
𝑁𝑝

𝑁𝑝−1∑︁
𝑢=0

[y]𝑢𝑁𝑝+𝑛 =
𝐿𝐶𝐻∑︁
𝜏=1

[h]𝜏 exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛′ )
[
c
]
𝑛
+

[
v
]
𝑛
,

(36)[
c
]
𝑛
=

1
𝑁𝑝

𝑁𝑝−1∑︁
𝑢=0

[c]𝑢𝑁𝑝+𝑛 ,
[
v
]
𝑛
=

1
𝑁𝑝

𝑁𝑝−1∑︁
𝑢=0

[v]𝑢𝑁𝑝+𝑛 ,

(37)
𝑛′ = mod

(
𝑛, 𝐿𝑝

)
+ 1, 0 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝑁𝑝 − 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 ,

where c ∈ C𝐿𝑝 and v ∈ C𝐿𝑝 are the averaged transmitted real-
valued OFDM symbol and noise, respectively, over 𝑁𝑝 blocks
of y. Therefore, (37) can be rewritten in matrix form as

y = (P𝑟 + 𝑗P𝑖) h + v, (38)

where P𝑟 ∈ R𝐿𝑝×𝐿𝑝 and P𝑖 ∈ R𝐿𝑝×𝐿𝑝 are two Toeplitz
matrices defined by

[P𝑟 ]𝑘1 ,𝑘2
= ℜ

{[
c
]
𝑛

}
exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛) , (39)

[P𝑖]𝑘1 ,𝑘2
= ℑ

{[
c
]
𝑛

}
exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛) , (40)

1 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝑛 = mod
(
𝑘1 + 𝑘2 − 1, 𝐿𝑝

)
,
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and the noise variance is significantly reduced after the two
averaging processes, which is given by 𝜎2

𝑣
= 𝜎2

𝑣/𝑁𝑝𝐵.
Taking into account the training properties given in the

Subsection III-B and applying the Law of Large Numbers [27],
it is satisfied that[

c
]
𝑛
∈ C

𝑁𝑝𝐵→∞
−−−−−−−→ 𝑚𝑟 = exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

)
∈ R, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 ,

(41)

[P𝑟 ]𝑘1 ,𝑘2

𝑁𝑝𝐵→∞
−−−−−−−→ 𝑚𝑟

[
p𝜙

]
𝑛
, [P𝑖]𝑘1 ,𝑘2

𝑁𝑝𝐵→∞
−−−−−−−→ 0, (42)

1 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝑛 = mod
(
𝑘1 + 𝑘2 − 1, 𝐿𝑝

)
,

[v]𝑛 ∈ C
𝑁𝑝𝐵→∞
−−−−−−−→ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , (43)

where it can be observed that both the noise and the imaginary
part of averaged symbols (ℑ

{
c
}
) have vanished due to the fact

that their mean values are zero. However, the real part of the
averaged symbols (ℜ

{
c
}
) remains, and it tends to the training

sequence p𝜙 scaled by 𝑚𝑟 as given in (31), then acting as a
pilot symbol that can be used for channel estimation. Taking
into account (41)-(43), (38) asymptotically tends to

y
𝑁𝑝𝐵→∞
−−−−−−−→ P𝑟h = exp

(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

) (
p𝜙 ⊛ h

)
, (44)

where the circular convolution is performed over 𝐿𝑝 samples.
Considering (44), LS estimation [18] can be applied in the

time domain. Assuming that the matrix P𝑟 is known at the
receiver (both modulus and phase), where it can be easily
obtained or computed by the procedure explained in Section
V, the estimated channel can be decomposed as

ĥ = P−1
𝑟 y = h + P−1

𝑟

(
𝑗P𝑖h + v

)
, (45)

where the imaginary part of the averaged symbols can be
modelled as an additional interference tending to zero. The
estimator given in (45) is unbiased since the averaged noise
(v) and data interference (P𝑖) are zero mean random vari-
ables. Note that the LS algorithm cannot be straightforwardly
applied in the frequency domain with PIT due to the fact
that performing an 𝐿𝑝-point DFT to p𝜙 whose length is 𝐿𝑝
may produce some zero subcarriers, and hence, the channel
frequency response at these subcarriers could not be recovered.

B. Calculation of the MSE

The MSE of the channel estimation can be defined as

MSE = E

{���̂h − h
���2} = E

{���P−1
𝑟

(
𝑗P𝑖h + v

)���2} , (46)

where it is considered that 𝐿𝑝 coincides with the number
of channel taps in order to ease the notation. Following the
derivations of the Appendix B, the MSE can be expressed as

MSE =
1

𝑁𝑝𝐵
tr

((
P𝐻𝑟 P𝑟

)−1
)

×
(
𝜎2
𝑣 +

1
2

exp
(
−2𝜎2

𝑐

) (
exp

(
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
− 1

))
,

(47)

where the value of tr
( (

P𝐻𝑟 P𝑟
)−1

)
can be pre-calculated since

P𝑟 is known and employed in (45), and the channel gain

is normalized to one (𝜎2
ℎ

= 1). Note that the averaged
data interference (P𝑖) and noise (v) are uncorrelated random
variables, and hence, their variance can be independently
obtained.

Moreover, assuming that the number of averaging steps is
large enough (𝑁𝑝𝐵 ↑), the following approximation can be
taken [

c
]
𝑛
≈ 𝑚𝑟 ∈ R, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , (48)

and therefore, the Toeplitz matrix P𝑟 given in (39) can be
simplified as

P𝑟 = 𝑚𝑟P𝜙 ,
[
P𝜙

]
𝑘1 ,𝑘2

= exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛) , (49)

1 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝑛 = mod
(
𝑘1 + 𝑘2 − 1, 𝐿𝑝

)
,

where P𝜙 is a Toepliz matrix where each column/raw corre-
sponds to the circular shift of the vector p𝜙 . Considering the
approximation used in (48), the MSE given in (47) can be
approximated as

MSE ≈ 1
𝑁𝑝𝐵

(
E

{
|𝑚𝑟 |2

})−1
tr

((
P𝐻𝜙 P𝜙

)−1
)

×
(
𝜎2
𝑣 +

1
2

exp
(
−2𝜎2

𝑐

) (
exp

(
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
− 1

))
=

1
𝑁𝑝𝐵

tr
((

P𝐻𝜙 P𝜙
)−1

)
×

(
exp

(
𝜎2
𝑐

)
𝜎2
𝑣 +

1
2

(
exp

(
𝜎2
𝑐

)
− exp

(
−𝜎2

𝑐

)))
.

(50)

In (46)-(50), the dual averaging procedures given in (34) and
(36) are very relevant to reduce the MSE, since it inversely
depends on 𝐵 and 𝑁𝑝 . Also, the reduction of the modulation
index (the variance of the real-valued OFDM symbol 𝜎2

𝑐 ) can
improve the accuracy of the channel estimation. However,
the performance of the data detection is worsened as the
modulation index is decreased [8]–[13]. Finally, the design
of the training sequence p𝜙 is also crucial to reduce the
estimation error.

C. Design of PIT Sequences

In order to reduce the MSE of the channel estimation,
the number of received symbols to be averaged (𝐵) and
the number of intra-symbol blocks (𝑁𝑝) to be averaged and
the modulation index (𝛼) can be dynamically chosen by the
BS according to the channel coherence time, the demanded
quality-of-service by the higher layers and the noise (𝜎2

𝑣 ).
However, the design of the training sequence that minimizes
the MSE can be explored in advance. Moreover, if a proper
training sequence capable of reducing the MSE is chosen, the
number of averaged symbols (𝐵 and 𝑁𝑝) can be reduced (to
support faster channel variations) and/or the modulation index
(𝛼) can be increased (to reduce the BER of the system).
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Algorithm 1 Random Search (RS)
1: Inputs: 𝐿𝑝
2: Initialization: 𝑓obj = ∞, 𝜙𝑛 = 0, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝐽𝑖 = 104

3: for all 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽𝑖 do
4: Random phases:

[
𝜙′1 · · · 𝜙′

𝐿𝑝

]
= 2𝜋 ∗ rand

(
𝐿𝑝 , 1

)
5: Compute p𝜙 and then P𝜙
6: Compute 𝑓 ′obj = tr

((
P𝐻
𝜙

P𝜙
)−1

)
7: if 𝑓 ′obj < 𝑓obj then
8: 𝑓obj = 𝑓 ′obj
9: 𝜙𝑛 = 𝜙

′
𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝

10: return 𝜙𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝

The minimization problem can be described as

min
𝜙1 ,...,𝜙𝐿𝑝

𝑓obj

(
𝜙1, . . . , 𝜙𝐿𝑝

)
= tr

((
P𝐻𝜙 P𝜙

)−1
)
,

s.t.
[
P𝜙

]
𝑘1 ,𝑘2

=
[
p𝜙

]
𝑛
= exp ( 𝑗𝜙𝑛) , −𝜋 < 𝜙𝑛 ≤ 𝜋,

1 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝑛 = mod
(
𝑘1 + 𝑘2 − 1, 𝐿𝑝

)
,

𝐿𝑝∑︁
𝑛=1

�� [p𝜙]𝑛��2 = 𝐿𝑝 ,

(51)

which recalls the optimization problem of classical training
sequence design for single-carrier waveforms [28, Ch.15],
excepting for the additional constraint imposed here, where
each element of P𝜙 has unit modulus in order to satisfy the
constant envelope property. Consequently, this optimization
problem does not have a close-form solution due to the fact
that it is a non-convex optimization problem. Inspecting the
objective function given in (51), the minimum error is obtained
when the matrix P𝐻

𝜙
P𝜙 is diagonal as[

P𝐻𝜙 P𝜙
]
𝑘1 ,𝑘2

=

{ ∑𝐿𝑝

𝑛=1

�� [p𝜙]𝑛��2 𝑘1 = 𝑘2
0 𝑘1 ≠ 𝑘2

}
, (52)

1 ≤ 𝑘1, 𝑘2 ≤ 𝐾,

and hence, (51) can be lower-bounded as

𝑓obj

(
𝜙1, . . . , 𝜙𝐿𝑝

)
≥ 𝑃𝑡

©«
𝐿𝑝∑︁
𝑛=1

�� [p𝜙]𝑛��2ª®¬
−1

= 1. (53)

Additionally, if the constraint of constant envelope were not
considered, the minimum value for the right hand of (53)
would be achieved if all the available power (𝑃𝑡 ) were
allocated to a single sample, while the others remain to be zero
[28, Ch.15]. This lower-bound, which can never be attained in
CE-OFDM, will be used as a reference in order to compare
with the chosen p𝜙 .

Hence, in order to obtain a training sequence capable of
minimizing the MSE, as far as possible, a random search
(RS) is adopted, where different phase values (𝜙1, . . . , 𝜙𝐿𝑝

)
are tested by computing the objective function given in (51).
Finally, the sequence with the minimum error is selected.
A detailed pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1 based on
MatLab tool, where 𝐽𝑖 denotes the number of iterations. It

should be noted that the number of iterations has to be
proportional to the number of variables to be determined,
given by 𝐿𝑝 . At least it must be linearly scaled by the
number of variables (𝐽𝑖 ∝ 𝐿𝑝) in order to guarantee that
the algorithm is capable of testing and exploring different
training sequences. Moreover, the pseudo-inverse operation is
the most computationally demanding heavy operation of the
RS, and therefore, the complexity of the search algorithm is
proportional to 𝐿3

𝑝 . Despite our proposed algorithm is simple,
it is able to find a training sequence capable of providing a
similar performance to the perfect channel estimation (PCE)
case, as shown by the experimental results given in Section VI.
Hence, a more sophisticated search algorithm is not required.

Besides, the complexity of this search algorithm does not
lead to an increase in the computational load of the proposed
system due to the fact that this optimization is performed
offline, before the exploitation of the communication link.
The motivation of this offline computation comes from the
optimization problem given in (51), which does not depend
on the channel parameters, excepting for the fact that the
length of the sequence should be larger than the length of the
channel (𝐿𝑝 ≥ 𝐿𝐶𝐻 ) as stated in Subsection III-A. In order
to ensure that the designed training sequence (p𝜙) is valid
for any scenario given a waveform numerology, the length of
the sequence is set to be larger than the length of the CP
(𝐿𝑝 > 𝐿𝐶𝑃). It must be recalled that the CP is designed to
be larger than the channel length to avoid the inter-symbol
interference (ISI). Hence, in the hypothetical case that the
number of taps is larger than the length of the sequence and
consequently the CP, the performance would degrade since the
CP would not be able to fully absorb the ISI.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE OVERHEAD AND COMPLEXITY

In this section, the analysis of the required overhead of
PIT in order to carry out the channel estimation process and
its complexity as compared to the preamble-based channel
estimation approach are shown.

A. Overhead in Data Transmission Mode

In the two previous sections, the required processing for the
proposed channel estimation technique based on PIT for CE-
OFDM was outlined. During the description it was assumed
that certain information is available for some operations either
at the transmitter or receiver. Hence, in this subsection, the
overhead produced by the transmission of this additional
information is detailed.

In Fig. 3, an illustrative example of the message exchange
using PIT proposal is sketched assuming time division du-
plex (TDD) mode, where the channel impulse response is
considered to be the same one for both uplink and downlink.
Given the 𝐵 CE-OFDM symbols of one slot, they are split into
two sub-slots of 𝐵𝑝 and 𝐵𝑑 CE-OFDM symbols, respectively,
where it is satisfied that 𝐵 = 𝐵𝑝 + 𝐵𝑑 . Also, each sub-slot
can have its own modulation index, 𝛼𝑝 and 𝛼𝑑 , respectively.
The main difference of these two sub-slots is that the first
𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols (yellow boxes in Fig. 3) consist in
the joint transmission of data symbols and the injected phases
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Fig. 3. Illustrative example of data transmission using the channel estimation based on PIT for CE-OFDM based on TDD mode. Before data exchange, the
BS decides the parameters to be employed. The channel is estimated in the uplink and the UE may share some additional information (the dashed line means
optional messages). The yellow boxes represent both data symbols and the injected phases as pilots, while the green boxes only represent data symbols.

acting as pilots for channel estimation in the uplink, while the
following 𝐵𝑑 CE-OFDM symbols only carry data symbols for
both uplink and downlink (green boxes in Fig. 3).

According to the training sequence design given in Sec-
tion III, specifically the proven properties in (31) after the
averaging process over the CE-OFDM symbols with the PIT
technique, and the analytical expression of the MSE given
in (50), the modulation index for the first sub-slot which
corresponds to the 𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols with phase injected
pilots symbols (yellow boxes) is lower than the modulation
index for the second sub-slot which are the 𝐵𝑑 CE-OFDM
symbols without any injected pilot symbols (green boxes)
(𝛼𝑝 < 𝛼𝑑) in order to reduce the MSE of the channel
estimation. However, the impact in the overall performance
in terms of BER or achievable rate caused by these 𝐵𝑝 CE-
OFDM symbols with phase injected pilots of the first sub-slot
is negligible, since the number of CE-OFDM symbols with
only information data is generally much larger (𝐵𝑝 << 𝐵𝑑)
and its corresponding modulation index may be larger (𝛼𝑑 ↑).

Similar to existing communication links, a time/frequency
synchronization will be initially performed. Then, the BS
shares the parameters in order to make possible this bidirec-
tional communication. These parameters involve 𝛼𝑝 , 𝛼𝑑 , 𝐵𝑝 ,
𝐵𝑑 and the codebook index of the selected pilot sequence
for the transmission of several slots. Note that the chosen
pilot sequences may be stored at local memory of both BS
and UE, and only an index is sent in order to identify the
desired codebook to be used in the channel estimation process,
similarly to 4G [4] and 5G [5]. After the transmission of the
first sub-slot of 𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols, the BS will obtain
the channel estimation. According to (45), the matrix P𝑟 is
required to perform the LS, which implies that the BS not
only needs to know the chosen phases (p𝜙) given in (23), but
it may also need the averaged data symbols value
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒c ∈ R𝐿𝑝 given in (37). The latter depends on the
transmitted symbols in the first sub-slot and the UE may
transmit this vector to the BS.

Therefore, in order to characterize the overhead produced
by the proposal and compare it to the PSAM scheme, let us
define the efficiency factor due to the use of pilot symbols
(𝜇𝑒) where the sub-index 𝑒 is a token that can be either PIT
or PSAM. This efficiency is a ratio between the number of

data symbols transmitted and the total number of available
resources in 𝐵 CE-OFDM symbols. For the proposed PIT, its
efficiency of the system can be obtained as

𝜇PIT =
𝐵𝐾 − 𝐿𝑝

2(𝐵𝐾 + 𝐵𝐿𝐶𝑃)
, (54)

where the second term at the numerator accounts for the
transmission of the 𝐿𝑝 vector c and the factor two in the
denominator is due to the requirement of obtaining a real-
valued OFDM symbol (r𝑏). Moreover, note that the transmis-
sion of the additional parameters 𝛼𝑝 and 𝐵𝑝 is neglected since
they remain valid for the transmission of several slots, where
each slot comprises 𝐵 CE-OFDM data symbols (see Fig. 3).
However, in a realistic implementation of PIT where the value
𝑁𝑝𝐵 is typically chosen to be large enough, c converges to its
mean value 𝑚𝑟 which is a function of 𝜎2

𝑐 (see (41)). Hence, no
additional overhead is required regarding c, given the 𝐿𝑝 term,
as shown in the next section through the numerical results, and
the efficiency of the system given in (54) becomes

𝜇PIT =
𝐾

2(𝐾 + 𝐿𝐶𝑃)
. (55)

Regarding the preamble-based approach for channel esti-
mation, which is a particular case of PSAM, the efficiency
of the system is reduced by the transmission of the preamble
sequence. Assuming TDD mode, the efficiency of the system
(𝜇PSAM) is given by

𝜇PSAM =

(
𝐵 −

��B𝑝 ��) 𝐾
2(𝐵𝐾 + 𝐵𝐿𝐶𝑃)

. (56)

Comparing the proposal to the preamble-based channel
estimation, the required overhead (𝛼𝑝 and 𝐵𝑝) is not only
insignificant as compared to preamble-based approach, but it
is also negligible when the number of transmitted data CE-
OFDM symbols is large (𝐵 ↑). Indeed, the transmission of
additional parameters 𝛼𝑝 and 𝐵𝑝 could be set when starting a
transmission, that would consist of many slots, making even
more negligible the overhead due to PIT.

Even though the illustrative example given in Fig. 3 is
particularized to the TDD mode, it can be easily extended
to the frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, where the
data transmission with PIT (𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols) should
be transmitted in both uplink and downlink. Note that the
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efficiency of the system based on PIT remains the same for
TDD and FDD since the vector c can be avoided for both
uplink and downlink. On the contrary, the preamble-based
approach needs the transmission of two preamble sequences,
one for downlink and another for uplink, reducing even further
the efficiency of the overall system.

B. Complexity Analysis

In this sub-section, the complexity in terms of number of
complex products is evaluated for the proposal as compared
to the preamble-based approach.

PIT proposal performs the channel estimation in the time
domain, and the number of complex products 𝐶𝑡 is given by

𝐶𝑡 = 𝐿
3
𝑝 + 𝐿𝑝 log2

(
𝐿𝑝

)
, (57)

where the first term represents the LS algorithm in the time
domain given in (45) and the second term is the required
DFT operation to convert the channel estimation from time
to frequency domain. Note that the complexity due to the
computation of the inverse of matrix P𝑟 and the optimization
problem to look for pilot sequences with a low MSE are not
considered, since these operations are performed offline and
their results can be stored in a memory at both ends of the
link. Additionally, the phase injection and removal can be
performed as a phase addition and subtraction, respectively.

In the preamble-based approach [22], the channel estimation
is performed at the frequency domain. Hence, the number of
complex products 𝐶 𝑓 is lower bounded by

𝐶 𝑓 ≥ 𝐾 log2 (𝐾) + 2𝐾, (58)

where the first term accounts for the DFT operation and the
second term corresponds to LS algorithm and the computation
of the equalization matrix (Q) in the frequency domain. Note
that (58) corresponds to the lower bound for the complexity
since it does not take into account the channel interpolation,
whose complexity will be dependant on the chosen method.

Comparing the complexity of PIT proposal (57) and the
lower bound for preamble-based channel estimation (58), it is
observed that the proposal depends on 𝐿𝑝 which is designed
according to the number of taps of the channel impulse
response. Typically, the number of subcarriers of the multi-
carrier signal is significantly higher than the maximum number
of taps of the channel, and hence, the complexity of the
proposed equalization technique performed at time domain
is similar to the classical equalization method performed at
frequency domain.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, several numerical results are provided in
order to show the performance of the proposed PIT for
channel estimation as compared to the classical preamble-
based approach, when both schemes are implemented in CE-
OFDM.

A summary of the simulation parameters is given in Table
I. The channel model adopted for the simulation corresponds
to the tapped delay line (TDL) model proposed by the 3GPP

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

K 1024 2πα𝒑 0.1, 0.3 & 0.5
LCP 72 2πα𝒅 0.4 & 0.7
Lp 64 PIT sub-slot Bp 2 & 7

Slot B 7 𝚫f 15 KHz

to evaluate 5G performance [29], specifically the urban micro-
cell (UMi) scenario is chosen. Moreover, the channel coeffi-
cients, given in (8), are obtained by using the TDL-A power-
delay profile, which corresponds to a non-line-of-sigh (NLOS)
channel model. The SNR can be defined as SNR = 𝜎−2

𝑣 ,
since the transmitted power and the channel gain are both
normalized to one.

In order to provide some realistic results based on BER,
a simple phase detector is considered at the receiver [10],
where it is recommended the use of modulation index values
of 2𝜋𝛼𝑑 ≤ 0.7 in order to avoid the phase ambiguities. The
reason behind this decision is to keep the complexity as low as
possible, then not requiring any additional processing blocks,
such as a phase unwrapper that, to the extent that has been
proposed in the literature, only works appropriately for high
SNR values [8].

A. Preamble-based and PIT Sequences

In order to compare the proposal, two preamble-based
sequences are chosen and they will be labeled as PSAM-𝐿𝑝
and PSAM-𝐾 , and their values are given by[

p𝐿𝑝

]
𝑛
=

{
1 𝑛 = 1
0 𝑛 = 2, . . . , 𝐿𝑝

, (59)

[p𝐾 ]𝑛 =
{ √︁

𝐿𝑝 𝑛 = 1, 1 + 𝐿𝑝 , . . . , 1 + (𝑁𝑝 − 1)𝐿𝑝
0 otherwise

,

(60)
respectively. The first preamble (PSAM-𝐿𝑝) has a low impact
in the overhead. The second preamble (PSAM-𝐾) exhibits
the same periodicity as the proposed PIT where the sequence
is repeated 𝑁𝑝 times, and hence, the received symbols will
be averaged 𝑁𝑝 times as in (36). These two theoretical
preambles are able to satisfy the constant envelope condition,
and are used here as benchmarks. Additionally, the Cramer-
Rao lower-bound given by (53) is also taken into account in
the comparison. It must be remarked that the training sequence
that attains this bound does not satisfy the constant envelope
property imposed by CE-OFDM.

For the proposed PIT, two unit modulus training sequences
of length 𝐿𝑝 are proposed. The first sequence is the Chu
sequence given in [23] is also considered, denoted as PIT-
Chu, whose attained objective function is 𝑓obj = 16.47 and the
phases have the following values

𝜙𝑛 =

{
𝜋𝑛2

𝐿𝑝
𝑛 even

𝜋𝑛(𝑛+1)
𝐿𝑝

𝑛 odd
, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 . (61)

The second sequence is the result of performing the RS,
denoted as PIT-RS, by using a PC equipped with AMD Ryzen
5 5600H processor at 3.3 GHz, and enabling six parallel
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Fig. 4. MSE comparison of the estimated channel for 𝑁𝑝 = 16.

TABLE II
RS ALGORITHM RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF 𝐿𝑝 WHEN

𝐽𝑖 = 𝐿𝑝 × 103

Lp 8 16 32 64
fobj 1.02 1.13 1.33 1.58

Execution time 4.62 s 10.53 s 29.06 s 243.4 s

execution threads in MatLab 2021a. Table II provides these
results for different 𝐿𝑝 values. It is shown that a longer 𝐿𝑝
not only requires a higher number of random iterations (𝐽𝑖)
to keep the 𝑓obj low, but it also needs a significant amount
of time for mainly performing the matrix inversion operation.
Furthermore, the value of the objective function is slightly
degraded as 𝐿𝑝 is increased since it becomes more difficult to
minimize the expression given in (51). However, all the values
obtained for 𝑓obj are quite close to the lower-bound attained
without the constant modulus restriction ( 𝑓obj = 1). According
to Table I, 𝐿𝑝 = 64 is chosen for a detailed performance
comparison in the following subsections.

B. MSE Performance

Figure 4 shows the MSE comparison for the channel es-
timation between the proposed PIT technique and preamble-
based approach for 𝐵𝑝 = 2 (Fig. 4a) and 𝐵𝑝 = 7 (Fig. 4b).
Firstly, the PSAM-𝐿𝑝 (pink line) has a worse performance
as compared to PSAM-𝐾 (red line) due to the fact that
the latter has an additional 𝑁𝑝 averaging. Focusing on PIT
technique, it is observed that increasing the averaging factor
(𝐵𝑝) and/or reducing the modulation index (𝛼𝑝) significantly
improves the accuracy of the channel estimation. Besides,
the training sequence obtained by the RS significantly out-
performs the Chu sequence, showing that existing sequences
optimally designed for OFDM may not be the best choice for
CE-OFDM. Comparing PIT proposal based on RS and the
preamble-based PSAM-𝐾 , it is found that PIT-RS technique
significantly outperforms PSAM-𝐾 for low and medium SNR

values. For high SNR, PIT has also a better performance than
PSAM with a proper parameter configuration, either a lower
modulation index 𝛼𝑝 or a higher inter-symbol averaging factor
𝐵𝑝 . Finally, the analytical results of the MSE for channel
estimation based on PIT are obtained from (50). It can be
observed that the analytical derivation of the MSE for PIT,
given in Subsection IV-B, matches with the simulation results,
showing the accuracy of the theoretical expressions.

C. BER performance

The uncoded BER performance comparison for 𝑀𝑄 = 4
is illustrated between the proposed PIT and the classical
preamble-based approach. In order to provide a fair BER
comparison, an effective SNR can be defined when assessing
the performance of data transmission, in order to take into
account that PSAM and PIT do not imply the same data-rate
since they are using different pilot overheads. The effective
SNR can be expressed as

SNR𝑒 =
1
𝜇𝑒

SNR, (62)

where 𝜇𝑒 can be substituted by either (55) or (56). It is
assumed that the channel estimation is updated for every
slot of 𝐵 = 7 CE-OFDM symbols. For the case of PIT,
𝜇PIT = 0.48 since the vector c is not transmitted, while for
PSAM 𝜇PSAM−𝐿𝑝

= 0.47 and 𝜇PSAM−𝐾 = 0.4, considering that
one CE-OFDM symbol should be replaced by the preamble.

In Fig. 5, a comparison in terms of BER is shown for
the particular case of 𝐵𝑑 = 2. In order to provide the lower
bound of the performance under the perspective of channel
estimation, the case of PCE (black line) is also plotted.
Similarly to MSE, PSAM-𝐿𝑝 exhibits the worst performance
due to the lack of averaging, while PSAM-𝐾 approaches
PCE thanks to the averaging. PIT proposal is able to almost
reach the same performance as PCE when considering an RS
sequence with 2𝜋𝛼𝑝 = 0.5 and with a Chu sequence for
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Fig. 5. BER comparison for 𝑀𝑄 = 4, 𝐵𝑝 = 2 and 𝑁𝑝 = 16.

2𝜋𝛼𝑝 = 0.1, outperforming both PSAM cases. Additionally,
it is shown that the impact on the BER caused by using a
low modulation index in the PIT sub-slot (𝛼𝑝 ↓) is negligible,
since the proposed techniques exhibit a similar performance
as the PCE case.

D. Achievable rate performance

In this section, an achievable rate comparison of PIT and
PSAM is given. Assuming Gaussian signalling, the achievable
rate measured in bps/Hz can be obtained as

𝑅PSAM = 𝜇PSAM log2 (1 + SNR) , (63)

𝑅PIT =
𝜇PIT

𝐵

(
𝐵𝑝 log2

(
1 + SNR𝑝

)
+ 𝐵𝑑 log2 (1 + SNR𝑑)

)
,

(64)
where SNR𝑝 and SNR𝑑 are the SNR corresponding to the
received symbols for the 𝐵𝑝 and 𝐵𝑑 CE-OFDM symbols
exploiting PIT, respectively, before their decision.

In Fig. 6, a comparison of achievable rates between PIT
and PSAM under the same conditions described in Fig. 5 are
shown. Again, it can be noted that the performance of the
proposed PIT using the sequence obtained by RS performs the
best and it almost exhibits the same performance as the PCE
case. The good performance of PIT-RS relies on the quality
of the channel estimation, shown in (50), and the selection
of the modulation index [8]–[13]. If PIT-RS is chosen, which
implies the PIT sequence with the lowest estimation error,
the modulation index for the first sub-slot may be increased
(𝛼𝑝 ↑) without significantly deteriorating the MSE of the
channel estimation. At the same time, the performance in terms
of data detection of the first 𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols is also
significantly enhanced. On the contrary, if a training sequence
without a low error were chosen (PIT-Chu), the modulation
index for the first sub-slot must be reduced (𝛼𝑝 ↓) in order to
keep the MSE of the channel estimation as low as possible.
However, this choice will also reduce the performance in terms

of data detection of the first 𝐵𝑝 CE-OFDM symbols, and
consequently, degrading the overall performance of the slot.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Channel estimation for CE-OFDM based on PIT is pre-
sented in this work. PIT is a novel concept of transmitting
the training sequences embedded in the phase domain of the
data symbols without spending any additional resources. Later,
the channel estimates can be obtained by a dual averaging of
the received symbols, both inter-symbol and intra-symbol, in
order to remove the interference produced by the data symbols.
This is followed by an LS procedure in the time domain using
the transmitted training sequence. This successful combination
is possible thanks to the structure of the CE-OFDM signal,
where the imaginary part of the signal can be modelled as an
interference, while the real part can act as a pilot sequence to
carry out the channel estimation.

The theoretical analysis of the MSE of the channel esti-
mation has shown that the error can be reduced by increas-
ing the averaging steps, either inter-symbol or intra-symbol,
and/or reducing the modulation index of the phase modulator.
Moreover, the chosen phases for the training sequence play a
key role and they can be optimized and stored in advance as a
codebook. The received pilot symbols, after the dual averaging
process, correspond to the transmitted training sequence scaled
by a constant value. When the number of samples to be aver-
aged is large enough, this constant value asymptotically tends
to the mean value of the real part of the CE-OFDM symbol,
which can be easily computed using the chosen modulation
index by both ends of the link. Therefore, the analysis of the
overhead has highlighted that no additional reference signal
is required to obtain the received pilot symbols, making it
very efficient in terms of data-rate, unlike the preamble-based
approach. The complexity comparison outlined that the PIT
proposal is similar to the existing equalization methods, while
it is able to maintain the desired constant envelope property,
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Fig. 6. Achievable rate comparison for 𝐵𝑝 = 2 and 𝑁𝑝 = 16.

which is significantly beneficial to increase the transmitted
signal power when non-linear amplifiers are exploited, such
as in LEO satellite and millimetre waves links.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF STATISTICAL VALUES FOR THE REAL AND

IMAGINARY PART OF THE CE-OFDM SIGNAL

In this appendix, the mean of the real part of CE-OFDM
signal and the mean and variance of the imaginary part of the
CE-OFDM signal are given. These statistical parameters are
required to perform the channel estimation at the receiver and
the computation of its MSE.

These mathematical rules are being used in the obtention of
the statistical parameters,

cos (𝑢) = 1
2
(exp ( 𝑗𝑢) + exp (− 𝑗𝑢)) , (65)

sin (𝑢) = 1
2 𝑗

(exp ( 𝑗𝑢) − exp (− 𝑗𝑢)) (66)

erf (𝑧) = 2
√
𝜋

∫ 𝑧

𝑢=0
exp

(
−𝑢2

)
d𝑢. (67)

The mean value of the real part of a CE-OFDM symbol
(𝑚𝑟 ) can be defined as

𝑚𝑟 = E𝑏 {cos (𝑢)} , 𝑢 = 2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛 , ∀𝑛 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐾} ,
(68)

where 𝑢 is a random variable following a normal distribution,
whose mean is zero and variance is 𝜎2

𝑐 = (2𝜋𝛼)2, since
the power of r𝑏 is normalized to one, as explained in (4).
Therefore, 𝑚𝑟 can be obtained by integrating the product of
the cosine and the probability density functions of the random
variable as

𝑚𝑟 =
1√︁

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑐

∫ ∞

𝑢=−∞
cos (𝑢) exp

(
− 𝑢2

2𝜎2
𝑐

)
d𝑢, (69)

where by applying (65), (69) can be decomposed as

𝑚𝑟 =
1

2
√︁

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑐

∫ ∞

𝑢=−∞
exp

(
𝑖𝑥 − 𝑢2

2𝜎2
𝑐

)
d𝑢

+ 1

2
√︁

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑐

∫ ∞

𝑢=−∞
exp

(
−𝑖𝑥 − 𝑢2

2𝜎2
𝑐

)
d𝑢.

(70)

Then, taking into account the definition given in (67), (70) can
be solved as

𝑚𝑟 =
1
4

exp
(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

) (
erf

(
𝑢 + 𝑗𝜎2

𝑐√︁
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
+ erf

(
𝑢 − 𝑗𝜎2

𝑐√︁
2𝜎2

𝑐

))]∞
−∞

= exp
(
−𝜎

2
𝑐

2

)
.

(71)

It can be observed that the mean value of the real part of
CE-OFDM symbols only depends on the variance of its phase
(𝜎2
𝑐 ).
Then, the mean value of the imaginary part of a CE-OFDM

signal (𝑚𝑖) can be defined as

𝑚𝑖 = E𝑏 {sin (𝑢)} , 𝑢 = 2𝜋𝛼 [r𝑏]𝑛 , ∀𝑛 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐾} ,
(72)

Analogously to the real part and using again (65), (72) is
derived as

𝑚𝑖 =
1√︁

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑐

∫ ∞

𝑢=−∞
sin (𝑢) exp

(
− 𝑢2

2𝜎2
𝑐

)
d𝑢 = 0. (73)

Note that 𝑚𝑖 = 0 due to the fact that the sine function has an
odd symmetry.

Additionally, the variance of the imaginary part of the CE-
OFDM signal 𝜎2

𝑖
is obtained for the computation of the MSE.

Similarly to (69) and (73), the solution can be obtained by
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making use of (66) and the definition of (67), which is given
by

𝜎2
𝑖 =

1√︁
2𝜋𝜎2

𝑐

∫ ∞

𝑢=−∞
(sin (𝑢))2 exp

(
− 𝑢2

2𝜎2
𝑐

)
d𝑢

=
1
2

exp
(
−2𝜎2

𝑐

) (
exp

(
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
− 1

)
.

(74)

APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF MSE FOR THE CHANNEL ESTIMATION

The estimation error generated after performing LS estima-
tion [18] given in (45) can be expressed as

𝚫h = ĥ − h = P−1
𝑟

(
𝑗P𝑖h + v

)
. (75)

Hence, the MSE of the channel estimation can be defined as

MSE = E
{
|𝚫h|2

}
= tr

(
E

{
𝚫h𝚫h𝐻

})
= tr

(
E

{
P−1
𝑟

(
𝑗P𝑖h + v

) (
P−1
𝑟

(
𝑗P𝑖h + v

))𝐻})
.

(76)

Inspecting (76), the matrix P𝑟 is known in order to perform
the LS algorithm and the matrix P𝑖 is modelled as a residual
interference after averaging the data symbols (c). Note that
the data symbols and noise are uncorrelated random variables
and the channel gain is normalized to one. Therefore, the
variance of the noise and averaged data interference can be
independently computed. Hence, (76) can be developed as

MSE = tr
(
P−1
𝑟 E

{
vv
𝐻
}

P−𝐻
𝑟

)
+ tr

(
P−1
𝑟 E

{
P𝑖hh

𝐻

P𝐻𝑖

}
P−𝐻
𝑟

)
= 𝜎2

𝑣
tr

(
P−1
𝑟 P−𝐻

𝑟

)
+ tr

(
𝚲ℎP−1

𝑟 E
{
P𝑖P𝐻𝑖

}
P−𝐻
𝑟

)
,

(77)

where the noise variance and channel gains are diagonal
matrices as

E
{
vv
𝐻
}
= 𝜎2

𝑣
I𝐿𝑝

=
𝜎2
𝑣

𝑁𝑝𝐵
I𝐿𝑝

, (78)

𝚲ℎ = E

{
hh

𝐻
}
= diag

( [
𝜎2

1 · · · 𝜎2
𝐿𝐶𝐻

]𝑇 )
, (79)

and E
{
P𝑖P𝐻𝑖

}
, which is the residual interference caused by

the imaginary part of the CE-OFDM signal, can be derived as[
E

{
P𝑖P𝐻𝑖

}]
𝑛,𝑛

= E

{���ℑ {[
c
]
𝑛

}���2} =
𝜎2
𝑖
+ 𝑚2

𝑖

𝑁𝑝𝐵

=
exp

(
−2𝜎2

𝑐

) (
exp

(
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
− 1

)
2𝐿𝑝𝑁𝑝𝐵

, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝐿𝑝 ,

(80)

[
E

{
P𝑖P𝐻𝑖

}]
𝑛,𝑛′ = E

{
ℑ

{[
c
]
𝑛

}
ℑ

{[
c
]
𝑛′

}}
= 0, (81)

1 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑛′ ≤ 𝐿𝑝 , 𝑛 ≠ 𝑛′,

where 𝑚𝑖 = 0 according to (73) and 𝜎2
𝑖

is given by (74).
Hence, E

{
P𝑖P𝐻𝑖

}
is also a diagonal matrix. Substituting (78)-

(81) in (77), the expression of the MSE becomes

MSE =
1

𝑁𝑝𝐵
tr

((
P𝐻𝑟 P𝑟

)−1
)

×
(
𝜎2
𝑣 +

1
2

exp
(
−2𝜎2

𝑐

) (
exp

(
2𝜎2

𝑐

)
− 1

))
.

(82)
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